

On page 430, section “Discussion”, line 13, where it reads: (...) given the conflicting data about pre and postnatal transmission,6,7 a multi-disciplinary team consensus comprising obstetricians, neonatologists and infectious diseases specialists at our institution decided on mother-neonate separation immediately after birth until both were tested negative for SARS-CoV-2.4

It should read: (...) given the conflicting data about pre and postnatal transmission,6,7 after thoughtful discussion between a multidisciplinary team and the mother, and respecting her expressed will, a shared decision was made of mother infant separation immediately after birth until both were tested negative for SARS-CoV-2.4


Na página 430, secção “Discussão”, linha 13, onde se lê: (...) given the conflicting data about pre and postnatal transmission,6,7 a multi-disciplinary team consensus comprising obstetricians, neonatologists and infectious diseases specialists at our institution decided on mother-neonate separation immediately after birth until both were tested negative for SARS-CoV-2.4

Deverá ler-se: (...) given the conflicting data about pre and postnatal transmission,6,7 after thoughtful discussion between a multidisciplinary team and the mother, and respecting her expressed will, a shared decision was made of mother infant separation immediately after birth until both were tested negative for SARS-CoV-2.4
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